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Abstract

The last decades, many scholars highlighted the shadow economic activities, regarding their disadvantages (unemployment, impoverishment etc) and advantages (intensifies competition, flexibility in employment etc). During the financial crisis, informal activities rose in noisy way, which triggered the development of special definitions to describe a wide range of actions which in turn have gradually configured and updated the content of the shadow economy term. In this paper we present the theoretical background of the shadow economy term, by selecting the main worldwide literature published from 1973 to 2018. Many studies have tried to define the shadow economy term but none has ever presented explicitly the adjectives and nouns that are related to shadow economy. Taking into account this analysis it would be useful for the scholars to mention extensively the theoretical background about shadow economy, the critiques towards the school of thoughts, in order to choose the appropriate term in each case and to design and implement the indicative method to estimate the size of the shadow economy.
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1 Introduction

The landmark of the shadow economic activities, was during the World War two, and occurred especially in the United States (Tanzi, 12/3/2002). Sociologists and anthropologists were the only who seemed to consider the existences of such activities
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A few years later, in the 1950s, four studies conducted by Boeke (1953), Lewis (1954), Kaldor (1956) and Cagan (1958) respectively, marked the early beginnings of research into informal economic activities (Georgiou, 2007), as well as Geertz (1963). All of these, paved the way of dualistic approaches which, before being disputed, offered an extraordinary space for expansion to the new theories of economic development (Charmes, 2012a, 2012b).

An accurate academic meaning was not given to this neglected phenomenon until it was analyzed by the Social Anthropologist Keith Hart (1971, 1973), who conducted a study in a Third World context (Losby et al., 2002) about Ghana. He was the first to introduce the expression of informal sector into the academic literature, as a fragment of the urban labor force outside of the formal labor market (Sabra, 2015). Comprehensively, he covered self – employment in developing countries (Hieu et al., 2014). Hart, actually, coined the term informal economy, and he noted that the two economies (formal and informal) has a number of bidirectional flows and interactions as individuals moved between sectors, but that the proximity of the low – productivity subsistence sector did not fuel investment and productivity in the formal sector. Instead, he found an informal sector that helped many buffer the ups and downs of employment in the formal economy (Godfrey, 2011).

In an attempt to address the issues of equity, economic opportunity and social development, the term informal economy came into widespread use as a mean of describing a dualistic economic structure found in developing countries. Such an economy involves formal and informal economy, which economic transactions occur outside traditional channels and deliver explicit economic and social benefits (Losby et al., 2002).

Undoubtedly, it is commonly acceptable, that the growing interest in the phenomenon of the shadow economy has multiple components. In some cases it is defined in terms of the activities of the enterprises while in others in terms of the kind of work done by individuals as employees or as self – employed people. Between these two aspects great heterogeneity in terms of the informality exists. Especially, there is the intra – firm margin where firms may be partly formal and partly informal, the inter – sectoral margin between formal and informal firms, and the inter – sector margin of formal and informal workers operating through the labour market (Shonchoy, Junankar, 2014).

In this paper we present the theoretical background of the shadow economy concept, for four decades. The first part of the paper focuses on its origin over the years, the second part verge our methodological approach through the study of the main literature. In the third part we analyse the meaning of the main definitions and relevant terms which enrich its content. Furthermore, in the fourth part we quote a discussion regarding the main points of our paper. Finally, the last section suggests guidelines for further research.

2 Theories about shadow economy

As there is no a common acceptable definition of the undeclared economic activities, it is very important in order to understand the use of a specific term ad doc, to study the expressed theories, which explain extensively the range of the shadow economic activity. So, at this point, it is very important to make an extent reference to the six
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5 W. Arthur Lewis’s theoretical model (see Ray, 1998) of economic development (1954/1958), in order to explain economic growth in the third world (Godfrey, 2011). He insisted that there was an unlimited supply of labour in most developing countries and that, as the modern industrial sector in these countries grew, this vast pool of surplus labour would be absorbed (see Chen et al., 2002).
major theories that constitute the content of the shadow economy term and the critiques that have been made about them: the classical/Marxian approach, the dualistic approach, the structuralist, the legalist (Maiti, Sen (2010), Khadiullina et. al. (2013), Chen (2012), Onwe (2013)), the illegalist/voluntarist theory (I.L.O., 2012) and the management theory (Barnard, 1938).

Firstly, the classical/Marxian approach argues that in the center of the informal economy is the “surplus” labour force, as a product of the process by which the capitalist economy secures its resources minus the people who traditionally survived on it (Sanyal, Bhattacharya, 2009), a process which Sanyal (2007) refers to as ‘exclusion’. In other words, the formal economy is dependent upon the informal economy through an unequal exchange of labour (VanderBerg, 2014).

The informal sector, according to the dualistic/modernization theory, is comprised of marginal activities – distinct from and not related to the formal sector – that provide income for the poor and a safety net in times of crisis. This theory expresses the function of the Dual Labor Market (Doeringer, Piore, 1971, Saint – Paul, 1997) which divides the labor market into four categories: primary, secondary, informal, illegal. The primary sector is regular, wage jobs that are taxed and regulated. The secondary sector is composed of jobs that have less security than primary work and are not as well regulated, e.g. lower wage jobs in the service sector. Informal work includes people who are operate their own small business in a cash – only or unregulated arrangement or people who work for employers but off – the – books. The fourth category is illegal work and this includes all criminal activity that is revenue generating. One problem with this typology is that it assumes discrete categories based on class, race, or gender. Other research has found that many people who have easy access to the primary sector make the choice to engage in the informal economy, either as their primary source of income or, as a means to generate supplemental income (Losby et. al., 2002). In essence, dualistic school failed (Routh, 2011) to note the inherent linkages between ‘formality’ and ‘informality’. For them, more often than not, the ‘informal sector’ is an exclusive characteristic of the rural economy. The problem is that they are unable to account for the linkages between the sectors and the consistent growth of the informal sector.

Additionally, according to the structuralist/globalization) theory, the informal sector should be studied using subordinated economic units (micro firms), workers that serve to reduce input and labor costs and, thereby, increase, the competitiveness of the large capitalist firms. In contrast to the other schools, the structuralist perspective imprints the informal sector as a feature of a capitalistic development. One of the defining characters of the informal economy, is its inherent connection to the formal economy (Routh, 2011). This theory is based on Wallerstein’s (1974/2007) world systems model, and pictures the duality existing between a formal core – of a national economy or among nations – of high wage, high productivity economic activity, and an informal periphery – again whithin or among nations – of low wage, low productivity economic activity (Godfrey, 2011). Maloney (1999) argues that workers in, the so – called ‘informal sector’, in small firms or self – employment, engaged in labor – intensive activities, without job security benefits’. The rich formal sector extracts value from the poor informal sector in ways that lock in the persistence of an inequitable world system. This exploitative relationship between, metaphorically, labor and capital explains the persistence of the informal economy (Godfrey, 2011).

Considering, the neoliberal/legalist theory, the informal sector is comprised of micro – entrepreneurs who choose to operate informally in order to avoid the costs, time and effort of formal registration. Significant element of this theory is the delay of growth
due to lower level of productivity, limited investments, inadequate and inefficient tax system, low level of implementation of technological progress and complications in macroeconomic policy. As De Soto indicates, micro – entrepreneurs will continue to produce informally as long as the governmental procedures are cumbersome and costly (Aldersdale et. al., 2006). As Godfrey (2011) argues, legalists differ from dualists in that dualists see informality in the deep structure of economic roots (i.e. the marginal value of supplies labor), while legalists post informality arising primarily from institutional preferences and arrangements. Also, legalists differ from structuralists, as the latter see informality as an imposed constraint with the former model participation in the informal economy as a free choice. The way out of the informal economy, then, lies in creating institutions and incentives and removing relevant barriers, that encourage (discourage) formality.

The poststructuralist/illegalist/voluntarist/utilitarian theory, is closely linked to neoliberalism and neo - classical economics, according to which informality, is a choice for the entrepreneurs to avoid taxes and labour market regulation. They remain skeptical of the role that the UIE can play a broader development. First, the minimal benefits of informality might appear desirable only for the segment of the population with the lowest level of skills and who thus may have low expectations of income and social benefits from formal work (Maloney, 2004, Chen, 2012). In addition, because of their combination of low – skilled workers and undercapitalisation, most small informal enterprises fail victim to low productivity and high rates of failure, thus perpetuating the poverty cycle. Second, the popularity of informality is itself a symptom of underdevelopment. The inefficiency of the public sector in developing countries makes public services expensive to run and of low quality, and given the lack of law enforcement, some workers choose to move into informality. In doing so, they can choose to join only some social protection programmes, for example a specific health or pension scheme, reducing their total payments (Maloney, 2004, Chen, 2012).

Finally, in the management theory, scholars build, not surprisingly, on the work of both sociologists and economists; thus management scholars tend to look at both the dualistic nature of informal economic activities and their fundamental interconnectedness (Barnard (1938), Godfrey (2011)). Hart (2007) and London, Hart (2004) take the informal economy as a starting point in considering the role of strategy for capitalism at the cross roads of social sustainability.

Obviously, the development (according to the schools of thought) of the meaning of the informal economic activities reflects the structure of the global economy, from the survival to the capitalist economy, with some exceptions. All these approaches (VanderBerg, 2014) oversimplify the informal economy as either negative or positive. On the negative side, the informal economy is viewed as a site of exploitation and oppression. On the positive side, the informal economy is said to be a site of freedom and agency.

3 Methodology

In the present paper a comprehensive literature review was conducted in order to retrieve all publications which emphasize on the theoretical background of the unregistered economic activities, and to present the terms used that determine their components ad hoc. In order to capture the key conceptual terms of reported determinations in the literature, we designed a research protocol. We have used several databases such as Google Scholar, EBSCO, IDEAS, NBER, IOS Press, SCOPUS and Elsevier, as well as books and scientific journals. International published.
3.2. Inclusion and exclusion criteria.

The studies included in the analysis focused on the origin and the theoretical background of the shadow economy, and attempted to estimate/measure this phenomenon worldwide. After an extensive search in the aforementioned databases, we found a total of 2,612 references, including scientific articles, and reports. After an extensive search in the aforementioned databases, we found a total of 2,612 references, including scientific articles, and reports.

Figure 1: Methodology flowchart focused on final choice on shadow economy definition literature
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6 We choose the specific period as since then shadow/informal economy literature interest spreads rapidly worldwide.
From the first screening, 65 studies were rejected as they discussed 23 conditions widely linked to undeclared economic activities (but not with the narrow scope of the term) and addressed specific cases. Moreover, 170 references were excluded because they used 117 terms with minimum/zero reference in scientific texts. From the remaining publications 2,612 were further excluded since they described conditions extensively with little reference to the literature. Furthermore, 141 references were rejected as highly develop new term shadow banking, and we decide to keep only 5 of them for our analysis. Finally, 875 were excluded as they provided very specific interpretation of the shadow economy. This yielded a total of 149 references (0.057% of the initial references) that were included in our analysis.

4 Results and definitions

4.1. Main terms

Many scholars around the world have used various terms in order to describe, analyze the estimate the phenomenon of the shadow economy. One of the most reliable studies was conducted by Williams and Schneider (2016), who argue that there are 44 adjectives and 10 nouns to describe undeclared economic activities, covering any possible activity from an individual to an enterprise. By analyzing these terms, what came into focus was that the main idea refers to a transaction (financial or non-financial) that is missing from the measures of the official authorities. Shadow economy’s wide range of activities is an indisputable fact, which explains the lack of a universally accepted definition. Additionally, taking into account Williams and Schneider’s (2016) remarks and formalities we have found different results for the specific terms (Table 1).

---

Terms with connection but not with the core of shadow economy meaning: barter economy, on line black market, bubble economy, communal economy, domestic economy, exhaustiveness, embattled economy, false economy, free economy, grassroots economy, hacker economy, in kind circuit economy, insurrection economy, residual economy, service economy, skimming economy, slaving economy, sluggish economy, social economy, tax-exempt economy, verbal economy, wrangling economy.

Terms with few references: against, alegal, alternate, alternative, annex, anormal, another, anti–economy, atypical, autonomous, back door, bazaar, backyard, blanked out, cash, colored, community, contrary, coping, covert, counter, creeping, criminal, crude, curb, dangerous, dark, disguised, dissimulated, diverse, diversified, economy of the poor, elusive, extralegal, firm–centered, footloose, forbidden, fourth, fragmented, fraudulent, ghetto, ghost, gray–zone, helicopter money, illegible, illegitimate, infinite, lower circuit, marginal, murky, nether, non–accounted, non–documentary, non–institutionalized, non–market, non–monetary, non–official, non–standard, non–structured, not taxes share of the whole economy, over the counter, off–the–books, ordinary, other, patchwork, peasant, petty, phantom, quasi–formal, queering, reproductive, secret, sector of micro–enterprises, shade, shortage, shuttle, siege, silent, sinker, speed money, stop–to–go, shade, shadow circuits, stealth, struggling, submarine, subsistence, suffering, system D, tax–distorted, third, transitional, trauma, unauthorized, unbalanced, uncertain, undergirding, underlyng, under–reporting, unincorporated, unlocated, unorganized, unexposed, unremunerated, untapped, untaxed, under–the–table, underwater, underworld, unmeasured, unplanned, unreal, unsanctioned, untied, veiled, wagling, world underneath.

Terms with few references: against, alegal, alternate, alternative, annex, anormal, another, anti–economy, atypical, autonomous, back door, bazaar, backyard, blanked out, cash, colored, community, contrary, coping, covert, counter, creeping, criminal, crude, curb, dangerous, dark, disguised, dissimulated, diverse, diversified, economy of the poor, elusive, extralegal, firm–centered, footloose, forbidden, fourth, fragmented, fraudulent, ghetto, ghost, gray–zone, helicopter money, illegible, illegitimate, infinite, lower circuit, marginal, murky, nether, non–accounted, non–documentary, non–institutionalized, non–market, non–monetary, non–official, non–standard, non–structured, not taxes share of the whole economy, over the counter, off–the–books, ordinary, other, patchwork, peasant, petty, phantom, quasi–formal, queering, reproductive, secret, sector of micro–enterprises, shade, shortage, shuttle, siege, silent, sinker, speed money, stop–to–go, shade, shadow circuits, stealth, struggling, submarine, subsistence, suffering, system D, tax–distorted, third, transitional, trauma, unauthorized, unbalanced, uncertain, undergirding, underlyng, under–reporting, unincorporated, unlocated, unorganized, unexposed, unremunerated, untapped, untaxed, under–the–table, underwater, underworld, unmeasured, unplanned, unreal, unsanctioned, untied, veiled, wagling, world underneath.

Activity, economic activity, economy, employment, endeavor, enterprise, entrepreneurship, sector, sphere, work.
In contrast to other studies (Williams, Schneider, 2016, Williams, 2006) which reported - 44 adjectives, from our review 40 adjectives were identified (88,63%), which shows that 19 terms were not detected in the literature. Two additional adjectives, including envelope and hard – to – tax, were identified (Table 1). Furthermore, even though the initial nouns related to shadow economy were 10, according to our research we came up to 19, eight of which were also identified by Williams’s and Schneider (2016) and 3 which were retrieved from literature (banking, labour, wage).

O.E.C.D. (2002) argues that non – observed economy refers to those economic activities – informal, illegal and other activities omitted due to data deficiencies – which should be included in GDP but which, for one reason or another, are not covered in the statistical surveys or administrative records from which the national accounts are constructed. The term NOE, introduced by the United Nations System of National Accounts (SNA) in 1993 and widely used by the OECD (2002) and other international institutions, is used to include: illegal, underground, informal economies, and the production of goods or services to be consumed by those who produce them (Afonso, 2012). These activities may be initially excluded from estimates of GDP because they are carried out in a clandestine fashion in order to avoid paying taxes or to avoid the costs associated with legislation on safe working conditions or protection of consumers’ rights. The non - observed economy covers five major areas:
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11 According to Marinov (2008), hidden economy are the combination of three directions: informal, grey and black economy.

12 Illegal (along with informal, unrecorded and unreported) economy are the four activities of the underground economy. Furthermore, Viksne, Mazure (2011) argued black economy, grey economy and parallel economy as types of underground economy.

13 The adjectives that we haven’t found are: concealed, diverse, everyday, ghetto, illegitimate, marginal, non – official, other, System D, under – the – table, unexposed, untaxed.
1. Underground production: activities that are productive and legal but are deliberately concealed from public authorities to avoid payment of taxes or compliance with regulations.

2. Illegal production: productive activities that generate goods and services forbidden by law or that are unlawful when carried out by unauthorised procedures.

3. Informal sector production: productive activities conducted by unincorporated enterprises in the household sector or other units that are unregistered and/or less than a specified size in terms of employment, and that have some market production.

4. Production of households for own-final use: productive activities that result in goods or services consumed or capitalised by the households that produced them.

5. Statistical underground: defined as all productive activities that should be accounted for in basic data collection programmes but are missed due to deficiencies in the statistical system.

Besides, of the non-observed economy, one of the adjectives (i.e. envelope) and three of the new coming nouns describing shadow economy (banking, labour, wage) were cumulatively referred in literature the last ten years. An indicative example (closely related to the financial crisis) is the term shadow banking, which although is not referred by Williams and Schneider (2016), is extensively used the last eleven years, and it was firstly mentioned by Peter McCulley in 2007.

Additionally, in order to have credible results for the use of the shadow economy term we tried to examine the search trends for 5 main terms focused on unregistered economic activities, using Google Trends for the period between 1st January 2004 and 20th November 2018. As it is indicated in Figure 2 the scholars’ interest is rapidly increasing. In the top of the search is black economy, followed by underground economy, informal economy, non-observed economy and shadow economy. For year January – December 2015 the term, black economy (58.18) was sufficiently discussed. Furthermore, underground economy came to the top of the search interest from January to December 2004 (36.83). At the same time, the term informal economy rise up rapidly (18.91). Furthermore, the interest for non-observed economy rise up from January to November 2018 (19.27). Finally, even though the shadow economy term is used over 30 years in literature, it does not appear in the top of the search results, except of the year 2005 (9). Nevertheless, a stable presence trend of the term has been observed since the beginning of 2014.

Figure 2: Average of searching trends for the main 5 shadow economy terms worldwide according to Google Trends, 1st January 2004 – 20th November 2018
Attempting an initial assessment of the terms used to study the phenomenon of the shadow economy, we feel like (after all) and other scholars that there is a commonly accepted term reflecting thereby in which study and analyze scholars whenever and where appropriate the scope and extent of the phenomenon.

4.2. Components

The presence of many definitions relevant to shadow economy, reflects the complexity of the term, not only because no one who takes part (active or passive bribery) would not admit his action, but because it comprises all currently unregistered economic activities that would contribute to the officially calculated Gross National Product if these activities were recorded (Schneider, Williams, 2013).

Smith (1994) argues, that shadow economy is a ‘market – based production of goods and services, whether legal or illegal, that escapes detection in the official estimates of GDP (Smith, 1994). Furthermore, according to Kuznetsova. Kuznetsova (2015), shadow economy ‘describes unregistered economic activity only and in no way covers economic activity that is illegal, i.e. activity that cannot be registered even in theory (illegal sale of weapons, trade in humans etc). Additionally, Ottervik (2013) describes shadow economy as 'the aggregate of the legal economic activities that should be included in the National Income Accounts, but in the absence of evasive strategies, these market economies are connected with the evasion of taxes and social security contributions, as well as the avoidance of regulations (official working times, safety regulations and social security fraud) (see Table 2).

Table 2: “Revised content of shadow economy term”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of activity</th>
<th>Monetary transactions</th>
<th>Non – monetary transactions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illegal activities</td>
<td>Trade with stolen goods; drug dealing and manufacturing; prostitution; gambling; smuggling; fraud; corruption; money laundering; organized crime; cybercrime; shadow banking; refugees; immigration, education, health etc.</td>
<td>Barter of drugs; stolen goods, smuggling etc. Produce or growing drugs for own use. Theft for own use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tax evasion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital flight</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offshore Financial Centres</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tax Avoidance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tax evasion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offshore Financial Centres</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tax escape</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unreported income from self – employment; Wages, salaries and assets from unreported work related to</td>
<td>Jurisdictions with high level of non – resident activity</td>
<td>Barter illegal services and goods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal activities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>All do – it – yourself work and neighbor help.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unreported capital flows</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jurisdictions with high level of non – resident activity</td>
<td>Employees discounts, fringe benefits</td>
<td>Compa nies in taxe oases</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In simple terms shadow economy refers to an unreported income from the production of legal goods and services and productive economic activities that would generally be taxable if they were reported to the tax authorities (Schneider, Williams, 2013). In addition, other terms and incidents such as i.e. money laundering, fraud, corruption, tax evasion\(^\text{14}\), tax avoidance\(^\text{15}\) are remarkable and in many cases are crucial causes of the evolution of the shadow economy: However, considering the importance for the shadow economy to have an extensive content, due to financial crisis and the rise up of new types of crime related to hidden (economic) activities, we recommend a revised form of the term. We argue that this could include (based on Schneider) more extensive and criminal forms of financial transactions like organized crime, cybercrime, shadow banking, refugees and immigrants (Table 2). Additionally, we indicate that in the legal aspect of shadow economy an active part has taken by three new types of monetary transactions including capital flight, offshore financial centers and tax flight.

4.3. Definition and content

As Andrews argues, shadow (informal) economy might include three main actors: informal workers employed by firms, informal self–employed and informal production by firms (Andrews, 2011). The most commonly used definition focused on shadow economy (which originally formulated by O.E.C.D.) that includes all market–based legal production of goods and services that are deliberately concealed from public authorities for the following reasons\(^\text{16}\):

1. To avoid payment of taxes, e.g. income taxes or value added taxes.
2. To avoid payment of social security contributions.
3. To avoid certain legal labor market standards, such as minimum wages, maximum working hours, safety standards, etc., and
4. To avoid complying with certain administrative procedures, such as completing statistical questionnaires or other administrative forms.

The above definition we argue that is the best of its kind such it covers a wide range of economic activities. Similarly to the study by Schneider and Williams (2013), we excluded burglary, robbery, drug dealing along with informal household economy (household services and production).

5 Discussion

The shadow economic activities, have a unique meaning in Economic Science, since not only they are declared by the public authorities in order to avoid taxes and social security contributions etc. but also due to the fact that they reflect newborn financial transactions with a growing tense. Therefore, the estimation of the real size of the shadow economy, is achieved through the use of peripheral terms such fraud, money

\(^{14}\) It refers (Seeley, 2015) as illegal activity, where registered individuals ir businesses deliberately omit, conceal or misrepresent information to they can reduce their tax liabilities.

\(^{15}\) Tax avoidance, consists (Fisher, 2014) practices see to accomplish one of three things: payment of 'less tax than might be required interpretation of a country’s law', payment of a tax on 'payments declared in a country other than where really earned', or tax payment that occurs ‘somewhat later than the profits were earned’.

\(^{16}\) The main causes determining the shadow economy are the following (Schneider, Buehn, 2018): tax and social contribution burdens, quality of institutions and corruption, regulations, public sector services, tax morale, deterrence, development of the official economy, self–employment, unemployment and the size of the agricultural sector.
laundering, shadow banking, offshore financial centers, tax havens (highly increased in the last decade).

According to the World Bank (2009), *fraud* is any act or omission, including a misrepresentation that knowingly reckless by misleads, or attempts to mislead, a party to obtain a financial or other benefit or to avoid an obligation. Money laundering, refers to transferring process of illegally (I.M.F., 2001) obtained money or investments through an outside party to conceal the true source.

Furthermore, *shadow banking* can broadly be described as a “credit intermediation involving entities and activities outside the regular banking system” (F.S.B., 2014, European Commission (2012)). If we try to extent the function of shadow banking we’ll come in front of a new illicit financial flow closely related to shadow economy (e.g. Panama Papers scandal) with *offshore financial centers (OFCs)* and *tax havens*. The OFCs, are broadly defined (Palan, Nesvetailova, 2013) markets in which financial operators are permitted to raise funds from non-residents and invest or lend the money to other non-residents free from most regulations and taxes. Most commonly, the designation ‘offshore’ financial market is used to describe the wholesale international financial market, previously known as the Eurodollar market. Outside of the state of law are *tax havens* around the world. It is about places or countries (not all being sovereign states) which have sufficient autonomy to write their own tax, finance and other laws and regulations. They all take advantage of this autonomy to create legislation designed to assist non-resident persons or corporations to avoid the regulatory obligations imposed on them in the places where the non-resident people undertake the substance of their economic transactions (Otsusanya, 2011).

Based on previous research, initially we thought that the worldwide literature would present an integrated significance of the term of undeclared economic activities, namely shadow economy. In this paper we confirm this assumption as we found that the majority of the credible literature focused in the economic activities that are not visible, starting from the definition of the term (regarding the ad hoc study area), the unit of analysis (individuals, households, enterprises), and new terms of research field. The most significant terms included *shadow banking* (European Commission (2012), F.S.B. (2014), Moe (2012))\(^\text{17}\), *tax havens* (European Parliament (2012), O.E.C.D. (1998), Sweeney (2015)), *off–shore financial centers* (I.M.F. (2000), F.S.F. (2000), Palan, Nesvetailova (2013)), *money laundering* (F.A.T.F. (2008), Natarajan (1998)) and *fraud* (The World Bank Group, 2009).

We argue that shadow economy is a *multifunctional term* that reflects the components of the modern society, especially during periods of financial crisis. Some of the researchers, quote not only the advantages (safety valve for public dissatisfaction and social tensions, a way to promote political patronage, lower prices for goods and services, low cost of labor, cover basic needs of a family etc) but also the disadvantages\(^\text{18}\) (increase corruption and political lobbying, losses in state revenues – e.g. Greece\(^\text{19}\), further increase of tax rates, low productivity and low income for the workers, no taxes and social security benefits for the participants etc). A landmark of the previous is that (according to Professor F. Schneider) about two – thirds of shadow -

\(^{17}\) The term of shadow banking was first mentioned by Peter McCulley, in his speech to the Federal Reserve Committee in Jackson Hole. He observed that the financial crisis could be attributed to the growth of unregulated shadow banks that (unlike regulated banks), fund themselves with uninsured short – term funding, which may or may not be backstopped by liquidity lines from real banks (McCulley, 2009).

\(^{18}\) More precise and extensive reference about the advantages and disadvantages of the shadow economy is developed with accuracy by Gërxhani (2002).

\(^{19}\) According to estimations of Friedrich Schneider (2015) the size of shadow economy in Greece will be for 2003 – 2015, at 25.19% (20.17% in E.U. – 28/Own calculation).
economy income is spent in the official economy, which boosts national economic growth and amasses value – added tax, which makes up for at least part of the lost revenues (AT Kearney, Schneider, 2008).

6 Conclusion

In this paper we focused on the theoretical background of the terms and definitions of the shadow economy, from its origin until the recent year using the most cited terms across literature. Taking into consideration that the last 47 years, shadow economy is a rapidly growing phenomenon (with different meaning per case), we expected the literature to unveil the tense in global economy. Our findings confirm this expectation, which consists innovation.

Summarizing, the conceptual clarification of shadow economy is hard enough (let alone to estimate the size, per case). This explains why we found several definitions in the literature that covered an entire range of activities (individuals, households, enterprises etc). In countries, like Greece the rise of budget deficits during the last three decades reflects in addition to outright corruption, the increasing inability of the public sector to deliver on the public goods and services that the higher - taxed citizens have every right to expect in return. This has created a further legitimization of tax evasion (Moutos, Tsitsikas, 2010).

Additionally, the correlation of shadow economy, corruption, tax evasion, tax avoidance, fraud etc. has a strong presence and relevance. Comprehensively, it could be a basis for a further study of informal economic transactions in all sectors of the economy (health, public services, tax revenue etc) and a path for tackling and combat such illegal activities. Since, the phenomenon of the shadow economy has been well defined, further research should examine the utilization of appropriate tools in order to estimate its size.
### Appendix

Table 1: A taxonomy of types of underground economic activities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of activity</th>
<th>Monetary transactions</th>
<th>Non – monetary transactions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Illegal activities</strong></td>
<td>Trade with stolen goods; drug dealing and manufacturing; prostitution; gambling; smuggling; fraud; corruption; money laundering; etc.</td>
<td>Barter of drugs; stolen goods, smuggling etc. Produce or growing drugs for own use. Theft for own use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Legal activities</strong></td>
<td>Unreported income from self – employment; Wages, salaries and assets from unreported work related to legal services and goods</td>
<td>Employee discounts, fringe benefits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Schneider, Buehn (2018)
Table 2: Definitions and content of main terms of shadow economy terminology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hidden Economy</td>
<td>The hidden economy usually takes three directions:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. Informal economy: informal legitimate activity, which is being observed by statistics; the legislative regulations are not met; the transactions are monetary or barter; completely unregistered; and unaccounted before the fiscal bodies. These are enterprises working for meeting their own needs and with informal employment (domestic farms, barter services).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Gray economy: unofficial legitimate activity, which is being observed by statistics; the legislative regulations are not met; the transactions are monetary or barter; completely unregistered; and unaccounted before the fiscal bodies. We can observe underestimation and/or not measuring the results of the economic activity with two basic indicators: not registering the employment and hiding income with the purpose of avoiding the payment of taxes for insurance or the performance of other defined by the law obligations, that is, illegal activity of legal economic enterprises.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Black economy: illegitimate (illegal) activity, which is being observed by statistics; the legislative regulations are not met; the transactions are monetary or barter; completely unregistered; and unaccounted before the fiscal bodies. This is the production and distribution of goods, not allowed by the law, or illegal activity directed against the person or the property. Very often it functions as systematically organized activity (organized crime).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informal Economy</td>
<td>The new definition broadens the focus from just looking at the characteristics of unregulated enterprises (e.g. income, sector analysis) to include unregulated, employment relationships (e.g. home workers, day laborers). While some may think this definition too broad, it does increase the breadth of activity normally associated with the informal economy and emphasizes the multi-lateral and complex nature of the linkages between informal and formal economies.</td>
<td>Aldersdale et. al. (2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Typically refers to economic activities and transactions that are sufficiently hidden so that they are unmeasured or untaxed, and it is presumed that economic agents are at least passively aware that bringing these activities to the attention of authorities would imply tax or other legal consequences.</td>
<td>Andrews et. al. (2011).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Informal economy refers to all remunerative work – both self – employment and wage employment – that is not recognized, regulated or protected by existing legal or regulatory frameworks and non – remunerative work undertaken in an income – producing enterprise.</td>
<td>Bacchetta et. al. (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The term “informal economy” refers to all economic activities by workers and economic units that are—in law or in practice—not covered or insufficiently covered by formal arrangements.</td>
<td>Dell’ Anno (2010).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>For the needs of quantitative estimation, informal economy represents all existing economic activities which are not properly registered by the government due to different reasons from simple mistakes to tax evasion or other prohibited activities. Among factors which force economic activities to informal sector are taxes, government regulation, corruption, etc.</td>
<td>Vorobyev (2015).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadow Economy</td>
<td>Shadow economy is the part of an economy which is not declared for tax and that typically involves exchange of goods and services which are paid for in cash.</td>
<td>Arezzo (2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The shadow, informal, or underground economy consists of economic activities that are frequently in violation of the legal requirements and regulations of the more visible formal, or official, sector of the economy.</td>
<td>Bose, Echazu (2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>We will measure the shadow economy insofar as it includes all market-based production of legal goods and services that are deliberately concealed from public authorities for the following reasons:  • to avoid payment of income, value added or other taxes;  • to avoid payment of social security contributions;  • to avoid having to meet certain legal labour market standards, such as minimum wages, maximum working hours, safety standards, etc.; and  • to avoid complying with certain administrative obligations  Shadow economy, or shadow is described as an economic activity (i.e. producing goods and services), which is carried out without complying with the legal environment and to avoid taxes and/or regulations.</td>
<td>Schneider, Williams C.C. (2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>We distinguish four specific underground economies and name them:  1. The Illegal Economy: consists of the income produced by those economic activities pursued in violation of legal statutes defining the scope of legitimate forms of commerce.</td>
<td>Zukauskas (2013).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Feige (1997).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. The Unreported Economy: consists of those economic activities that circumvent or evade the institutionally established fiscal rules as codified in the tax code. A summary measure of the unreported economy is the amount of income that should be reported to the tax authority but is not so reported.

3. The Unrecorded Economy: consists of those economic activities that circumvent the institutional rules that define the reporting requirements of government statistical agencies. A summary measure of the unrecorded economy is the amount of unrecorded income, namely the amount of income that should (under existing rules and conventions) be recorded in national accounting systems (e.g. National Income and Product Accounts) but is not recorded.

4. The Informal Economy: comprises those economic activities that circumvent the costs and are excluded from the benefits and rights incorporated in the laws and administrative rules covering property relationships, commercial licensing, labor contracts, torts, financial credit and social security systems.

Narrow underground economy may be described as legal, marketed transactions that are not included in measured gross domestic product (GDP), while fairly broader definition would include both legal and illegal marketed transactions that are not incorporated in GDP. The most comprehensive definition of underground economy would possibly be the one that integrated all transactions, legal or illegal, marketed or non-marketed that are either intentionally or unintentionally excluded from GDP.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Undeclared Economy</th>
<th>The undeclared economy involves transactions that are not declared to the authorities for tax, social security and/or labour law, purposes when they should be declared but are licit in every other sense</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Underground Economy | The underground economy consists of unmeasured economic activity that has contributed to value added according to the national accounting convention but is not recorded because of the failure to report income in whole or in part. Activities that are not usually measured by the national accounting convention (e.g. criminal activity) will not form part of the measure of the underground economy |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>The underground economy category is further classified into three types:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>α.</td>
<td>Dependent Informal Activity – which takes place as part of formal activities but are not included in official records ie illegal work ‘off the books’ carried out by officially recognised enterprises.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β.</td>
<td>Independent Informal Activity – activity carried out on an individual basis and the products are sold on without any intermediaries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>χ.</td>
<td>Semi Independent Informal Activity – activities carried on outside formal enterprises, but whose output is directed to those enterprises (ie in the form of subcontracting, non-licensed or illegal work).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| | The underground economy includes all output that goes unreported and therefore is "concealed" or “hidden” from taxation, mainly from income tax and VAT. A part of it pertains to legal activities, such as transactions between firms and retailers which are paid "off the counter”, an agreement that enables both parties to avoid paying taxes. The remaining part is the product of illegal activities, such as prostitution, drug trafficking and so on. |

| | Is defined as the set of the activities which are unrecorded by the national accounts. |
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